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5 top slot games with a blockbuster movie theme
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The online gaming industry has been partnering up with movie studios to produce movie-themed
slot games for many years now. This has long been a lucrative and creative pop culture
collaboration between game and film studio, bringing much-loved film franchises with great
characters and storylines to the reels. We have seen many online slots themed on popular movies,
almost all of which have proved to be hugely popular. And after all, who doesn’t love the chance to
re-live the magic of their favourite film whilst getting the chance to win big at the same time. Next
time you visit your favourite casino, take a spin on one of these little games – you never know, you
could get lucky. Just remember to always play responsibly.
For now, here are our favourite video slots branded on blockbuster movies.
Planet of the Apes (NetEnt)
NetEnt partnered up with 10th Century Fox to create a thrilling slot themed on Planet of the Apes
(2011) and Dawn of the Planet of the Apes (2014). Yes, one slot, themed on two movies. The game
provides a dedicated reel set for each story. If you thought the movies were packed full of action
then you’ll love the slot version. This game is crammed with extra features and exciting rewards.
The game has five bonus features that bring the intensity of the movie to the small screen each
capturing climactic moments from the narrative. There is also the small matter of incredible win
potential too, with up to 3,000x your stake to pocket on each spin.
Jurassic World (Microgaming)
Jurassic World from industry leaders Microgaming is themed on the 2015 sequel to the famous
Spielburg film. The famed Jurassic Park movies have always proved to be successful in the casino
slot domain. This game is not short of thrilling play with 243 ways to win and some very enticing
features to trigger. An Indominus feature randomly boosts wins in the base game to give you up to
1,000x your total stake and a Free Spins game can deliver multipliers up to 7x with Rolling Reels
and freezing Cyro Wilds. Here you can win up to a ginormous T-Rex-sized 14,166x your stake!
Ted (Blueprint Gaming)
Blueprint Gaming has brought the foul-mouthed Teddy bear back for more in the Ted video slot.
Based on the movie released in 2012, the game is just as rude, crude and just as fun as the movie.
The slot is packed with plenty of bonus features, there are a total of 11 bonus features to be
specific. This huge number of extras include 6 random modifiers and 5 triggered bonus features,
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including a Thunder Buddies bonus, Bar Crawl Bonus and a Big Money Bonus where you can win
up to 500x your stake from a single spin.
Bridesmaids (Microgaming)
Microgaming’s Bridesmaids slot proved to be a massive hit on its release, just like the movie. The
game sees the clan of trouble-making women at a bachelorette party causing havoc on the reels.
The slot features all the loveable characters from the movie and features lots of bonus action to
keep the entertainment levels sky-high. The slot benefits from a Bonus Wheel feature where you
spin a wheel to win cash prizes or trigger 4 subsequent bonus features. The Flying High Free Spins
feature is the most rewarding and can payout up to 1,750x your stake!
Justice League (Playtech)
The Justice League slot is based on the 2017 blockbuster movie that brings together DC’s favourite
comic book heroes. The game may be more exciting than the film with four progressive jackpot
prizes for the taking. You can expect endless action within the game with 6 different Free Spin
features to trigger. There is a lot happening in this Playtech game with Re-Spins, Wilds, Free Spins
and big jackpots all there to boost your balance.
These are just 5 of the biggest movie-themed video slots – there are loads more to try – just head
on over to any UK casino to start playing today.
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